My experience with
SWCD's
- 2000 Consulting to develop best
practices for use of QuickBooks for
SWCD's

AGENDA

- 2001 SWCD QB Training in Keysville
& Staunton

- 2002 VASWCD Breakout Session
Trainer

1:00pm - 4:00pm

- 2005 Revised DeskTop Guide for
SWCD's

1099 Training

- 2006 Trained across VA at various
sites on newly revised DeskTop
Guide

Other Miscellaneous Issues
Questions

- 2010 Presentation to VASWCD
Directors on Financial Planning and
Management
- 2010 VASWCD Breakout Session
Trainer
- 2014 Trained SWCD's across VA at
various sites in QuickBooks,
Financial Accounting and Reporting
and Attachment E

November 10, 2021

- 2016 SWCD courses on basic
accounting concepts
- 2016 SWCD courses on advanced
QB and Attachment E concepts

Questions are encouraged as we go along, but due to time constraints, you are
encouraged to stay on topic and keep comments brief

- 2017 SWCD Beginner QB and
Accounting
- 2017 SWCD Advanced QuickBooks
and Attachment E

Sarah A.. Adams, CPA

-2018 SWCD QuickBooks,
Attachment E, VRS/ICMA-RC
- Many years experience with
CVSWCD in full accounting, payroll
and reporting

Reproduction of these materials are
expressly prohibited without the written
permission of Adams & Co., PC

276-889-4950

Adams & Company
226 W. Main St., PO Box 880
Lebanon, VA 24266
www.adamscpas.com

sarah@adamscpas.com

Upon returning to your office, feel free to contact me with questions and additional issues
However, I do bill for my time for on-site and telephone consultations. My fees are reasonable
and do my best to assist you in the most timely and efficient manner possible. I can also
remote into your desktop as needed.
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SO WHERE DO WE REPORT PAYMENTS?

TYPE OF PAYMENT

NOTE

Cost share payments (OCB or CB VACS) to recipients
Ag TMDL payments to recipients (not septic)
Building Rent to lessor
Equipment rentals
VCAP payments to recipients
CCAP payments to recipients
ACB payments to recipients
Septic Cost Share to program recipients
Hardware Cost Share to program recipients
Local cost share payments to recipients
DEQ Grant payments to recipients
Other Grant payments to recipients (horse, urban, etc)
Payments to a deceased employee (report to their estate)
Payments to attorneys for gross proceeds in a settlement (b)
Payments to attorneys for fees for services (b)
Software maintenance agreements
Contractors for Dam Maintenance
Repairs to equipment
Contractors for Impact Studies
Contractors to dig wells, install septic systems, other installations
Payments for part-time help (c)
Web Design
Accounting Services
Hardware maintenance agreements
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FORM

BOX

Paper / EF
DUE DATES (d)

1099-MISC
Report payments to vendors / recipients for all payments not reportable on a 1099-NEC or 1099-G
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Box 4. Federal Income Tax Withheld
Enter backup withholding. For example, persons who have not furnished their TINs to you are subject to withholding on payments required to be
reported in boxes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10.
Important to get W-9 in advance of payments. Refusal to provide appropriate information results
requirement to withhold tax.
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1099-NEC
Beginning with tax year 2020, use Form 1099-NEC to report nonemployee compensation.
What is NEC?
If the following four conditions are met, you must generally report a payment as NEC.
You made the payment to someone who is not your employee.

You made the payment for services in the course of your trade or business (including government agencies and nonprofit organizations).
You made the payment to an individual, partnership, estate, or, in some cases, a corporation.
You made payments to the payee of at least $600 during the year.

A fee paid to a nonemployee, including an independent contractor, or travel reimbursement for which the nonemployee did not account to the
payer, if the fee and reimbursement total at least $600. To help you determine whether someone is an independent contractor or an employee,
see Pub. 15-A.
Professional service fees, such as fees to attorneys (including corporations), accountants, architects, contractors, engineers, etc.
Payment for services, including payment for parts or materials used to perform the services if supplying the parts or materials was incidental to
providing the service.
Taxable fringe benefits for nonemployees.
Directors' fees
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FORM 1099-G
Form 1099-G: Used for taxable grants and agricultural program payments
Box 6 Taxable Grants:
Report amounts of other taxable grants of $600 or more. State and local grants are ordinarily taxable
for federal income purposes. A federal grant is ordinarily taxable unless stated otherwise in the
legislation authorizing the grant.

Box 7. Agriculture Payments
Enter USDA agricultural subsidy payments made during the year, including market facilitation program
payments. If you are a nominee that received subsidy payments for another person, file Form 1099-G to
report the actual owner of the payments and report the amount of the payments in box 7.
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General Information
Must file copy A with the IRS and copy B to the recipient (other copies are not required unless taxes are withheld)
Can efile forms for a minimal fee at
https://filings.formstax.com/login
https://www.efilemyforms.com/
https://www.tax1099.com/1099-forms
Order forms and type up or create an Excel template to print (or print 1099-G's from Tracking)
http://www.tenenz.com/index.php?view=search_results&search=8&search_method=CAT&
Can order free forms from the IRS at
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/online-ordering-for-information-returns-and-employer-returns
Cannot use fillable forms online and mail to IRS as the red PDF copy is not scannable
It is allowed to use the fillable forms online to do the recipient copy, but not an efficient means of filing both
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REPORTABLE PAYMENTS -IF THE VENDOR IS NOT
INCORPORATED OR TAX ‐EXEMPT.......................

NON-REPORTABLE PAYMENTS...............................

1. Compensation for personal and/or professional “services”
(including parts & materials used in performing service)
2. Rental fees (e.g., equipment, building space, lodging, banquet
rooms, booth space, etc.)
3. Copyright, license, and royalty fees
4. Catering
5. Registration fees for conferences, training, workshops, etc.
6. Membership dues
7. Honorariums, speaker fees, entertainment, etc.
8. Transportation (e.g., airfare, taxi, motor coach, etc.)
9. Merchandise that is custom-made or contains your logo
10. Advertising – where the ads are “created” by the vendor
(e.g., display ads, billboards, etc.)
11. Payments for medical/healthcare and legal services regardless
of whether or not the entity is incorporated
12. Gross proceeds paid to an attorney or law firm regardless of
whether or not they are incorporated (e.g., legal settlement or
garnishment payment)
13. Payments to deceased employee

1. Expense Reimbursements to non-employees substantiated
by original receipts – where required
2. Utilities (e.g., telephone, gas, electric, cable, etc.)
3. Merchandise -when no service, such as installation, training,
technical support, customizing, etc., is included in the purchase
4. Freight
5. Subscriptions
6. Rental of “storage units”
7. Food/Meals purchased that are not catered and not part of a banquet,
workshop, etc.)
8. Classified ads and T.V. or radio promotional ads where ads are
“created”/ provided by you and vendor just runs the ads
9. Scholarships
10. Software – when no software support is provided or where no annual
renewal fee is required to continue using software
11. Payments made to a school, college, university, church, or other
recognizable tax-exempt entity
12. Payments to a corporation (note, an LLC is not normally a corporation) –
with the 'exception of payments for medical/healthcare and legal services
and gross proceeds paid to an attorney or law firm
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SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES…
REIMBURSED EXPENSES TO A CONTRACTOR:

Contractor adequately accounts for their expenses to you…
If the contractor adequately accounts to you for non-entertainmentrelated meal expenses, you (the client or customer) must keep records documenting each element of the expense, as explained in
chapter 5. Use your records as proof for a deduction on your tax return. If non-entertainment-related meal expenses are accounted for
separately, you are subject to the 50% limit on meals. If the contractor adequately accounts to you for reimbursed amounts, you don’t
have to report the amounts on an information return.
Contractor doesn’t adequately account…
If the contractor doesn’t adequately account to you for allowances or reimbursements of
non-entertainment-related meal expenses, you don’t have to keep records of these items. You aren’t subject to the 50% limit on meals
in this case. You can deduct the reimbursements or allowances as payment for services if they are ordinary and necessary business
expenses. However, you must file Form 1099-NEC to report amounts paid to the independent contractor if the total of the
reimbursements and any other fees is $600 or more during the calendar year.

Split Expenses (Rent & NEC):

Machine rentals (for example, renting a bulldozer to level your parking lot). If the machine rental is part of a contract that includes both the use of the
machine and the operator, prorate the rental between the rent of the machine (report that inbox 1) and the operator's charge (report that on Form
1099-NEC in box 1).

Filing 1099's with Virginia

You are required to file 1099's with Virginia only if you have withheld VA income tax from their payments.
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1099 Corrections
Prepare the 1099 in its entirety and mark "corrected"
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If you are filing a correction on a paper form, do not check the VOID box on the form. A checked VOID box alerts IRS scanning equipment
to ignore the form and proceed to the next one. Your correction will not be entered into IRS records if you check the VOID box.
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Penalties for Non-Compliance:
Taxpayers may incur penalties for failing to file, excluding required information or including incorrect informatio
informational returns or payee statements. The law increases this penalty to $280 per informational return
(effectively $560/1099). The maximum calendar-year limitation for these penalties increases to $3.4 million for
both informational returns and payee statements. This subjects taxpayers to a combined maximum penalty of $6
million.

A taxpayer who fails to file or incorrectly files an informational return or payee statement can reduce the penalty.
- If you correctly file within 30 days of deadline: $50 per form x 2 ($199,500 max)
- If you correctly after 30 days and by August 1: $110 per form x 2 ($571,000 max)
- If you correctly file after August 1: $280 per form x 2 ($1,142,000 max)
Conversely, taxpayers intentionally disregarding the filing laws face increased penalties. The base penalty per return
increases to at least $570/form, and the maximum dollar limitation for the calendar year is eliminated.

Reduced Penalties for Small Taxpayers
Taxpayers with less than $5 million in average annual gross receipts over the three most recent taxable years ending
before the current year are subject to a reduced maximum penalty. Small taxpayers are limited to the maximum
penalties as note parenthetically above.

Due to these penalties, it’s crucial that businesses and other taxpayers evaluate whether they are required to file
informational returns.One commonly overlooked informational return is the 1099-MISC. With a few
exceptions, total payments of $600 or more to any payee for the calendar year must be reported on a 1099MISC. A copy of the form is due to the recipient and the IRS by January 31st.
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FORM W-9
W-9: government form to use to request required information for 1099 reportin
Good Policy:
Mail a W-9 to all vendors that you make payments to if you suspect you may have to file a 1099 for them. Mail the full W-9 and related
instructions (currently 6 pages) and request that it be returned before you issue a check to them.
1. The Form W-9 serves to collect the following information:
a. Type of business entity – which is used to determine whether or not payments to the vendor could be reportable on a
1099-MISC.
b. Taxpayer identification number (TIN) of the vendor - which would be a social security number (SSN) for individuals and
sole-proprietors and an Employer ID number (EIN) for all other entities.
c. Certification from the vendor that 1.) The TIN provided is correct, 2). They are exempt from backup withholding tax
(which means exempt from 1099 reporting), and 3.) They are a U.S. person (including a U.S. resident alien).
2. The Form W-9 is NOT valid if completed by a non-resident alien person. Non-resident alien person for IRS purposes
is any foreign entity (e.g., foreign individual, foreign company, etc.).
3. You should obtain a completed Form W-9 when initiating any transaction with a new vendor that could be reportable
on a 1099-MISC. The Form W-9 is available at
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/fw9.pdf
4. If a vendor (excluding foreign vendors) is incorporated, other documentation is sometimes acceptable in lieu of the W-9 form,
such as a copy of a signed contract or invoice showing “incorporated”, “corp”, “corporation” or “INC”, or information from the
vendor’s web page.
5. If the vendor provides you with the IRS Form W-9, it MUST be the current version.

W-9's can be returned by fax, email or some other type of electronic submission. Verify that it has been signed.
You should keep W-9's on file at least 3 years after the final 1099 to the recipient is issued. The IRS may request a copy at any time.
You do not have to request this every year unless you suspect they have changed the way their entity is formed (ie. changed from a
sole proprietor to an LLC).
WITHHOLDING…
If a recipient provides you with incorrect data on Form W-9, then you are required to withhold and remit tax from future payments
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You are not responsible for advising someone on how to fill this out. Their accountant or CPA should assist them if needed. However,
you do have to follow what they have submitted when you make decisions about the 1099 and it would helpful to understand how
it should be completed. If something does not appear correct, you may want to contact them for clarification.
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CORRECT NAME AND TIN REQUIRED
When filing 1099s, it is important that the TIN and name are correct and will match with
the IRS database.

NAMES:

TAXPAYER ID NUMBERS (TIN) - may be an SSN or EIN (FEIN)
If you are a sole proprietor and you have an EIN, you may enter either your SSN or EIN.
If you are a single-member LLC that is disregarded as an entity separate from its owner, enter the owner’s SSN (or
EIN, if the owner has one). Do not enter the disregarded entity’s EIN.
If the LLC is classified as a corporation or partnership, enter the entity’s EIN.
All partnerships and multi-member LLC's should have their own EIN.
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Recipient's TIN
Enter the recipient's TIN using hyphens in the proper format. SSNs, ITINs, and ATINs should be in the XXX-XX-XXXX
format. EINs should be in the XX-XXXXXXX format. You should make every effort to ensure that you have the correct
type of number reported in the correct format.

Potential Problems
A sole proprietor, Mark M. Linkous, has a fencing business called Mark's Links and has a
federal ID number. When he goes to fill out his W-9, he should fill out his full legal name on his
1040 on line 1 and fill out line 2 with his business name. In Part 1, his TIN
can be either his SSN or federal ID number, as his federal ID number should also match his
name on the IRS database.
If Mark above has the same business but it is called Mark's Links, LLC (single-member LLC) and
Mark's Links, LLC has a federal ID number, then it is handled differently. Mark will file his
business on a Schedule C on his Form 1040 with the name Mark's Links, LLC, however, when
he filed for his federal ID number, his name Mark M. Linkous, is not associated with the FEIN.
When he goes to fill out his W-9, he should fill use Mark M. Linkous on line 1 and his company
name on line 2. However, in Part 1, he should only use his SSN. He should not use the LLC's FEIN.
(Unless he indicates the LLC is a corporation or partnership, in which case he should be putting
Mark's Links, LLC on line 1 of the W-9).
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IRS NOTICE DUE TO TIN MISMATCH
If a 1099 is submitted with an incorrect ID or name on it (the IRS has a matching program that
will do verifications), you will receive a tax notice.
If the error was an error on your part, then be sure to correct it for the following year.
Typically there is no other action you need to take, but read the notice carefully.

If the error arose because the recipient indicated a wrong TIN or name on his W-9, then you might
be required to do backup withholding on future payments. Again, read the notice carefully.
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SO WHERE DO WE REPORT PAYMENTS?

TYPE OF PAYMENT

NOTE

FORM

BOX

Paper / EF DUE
DATES (d)

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
b
b
a
a
a
a
a
a,c
a
a
a

1099-G
1099-G
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-MISC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC
1099-NEC

7
7
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

31-Jan
31-Jan
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
2-28 / 3-31
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan
31-Jan

Cost share payments (OCB or CB VACS) to recipients
Ag TMDL payments to recipients (not septic)
Building Rent to lessor
Equipment rentals
VCAP payments to recipients
CCAP payments to recipients
ACB payments to recipients
Septic Cost Share to program recipients
Hardware Cost Share to program recipients
Local cost share payments to recipients
DEQ Grant payments to recipients
Other Grant payments to recipients (horse, urban, etc)
Payments to a deceased employee (report to their estate)
Payments to attorneys for gross proceeds in a settlement (b)
Payments to attorneys for fees for services (b)
Software maintenance agreements
Contractors for Dam Maintenance
Repairs to equipment
Contractors for Impact Studies
Contractors to dig wells, install septic systems, other installations
Payments for part-time help (c)
Web Design
Accounting Services
Hardware maintenance agreements

(a) If payments for the year exceed $599 and the recipient is not a corporation
(b) If payments for the year exceed $599 with no exemptions for corporations
(c) Must use IRS and VA factor test to determine if recipient is a contractor or an employee - penalties for misclassification
have recently increased for the IRS, VA and DOL
(d) The due dates specified are to file with the IRS; the recipient due date is January 31
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DESKTOP PROCEDURES
Error in desktop procedures:

Should say more than $599 (or at least $600 or more)
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Potentially should report ANY payment that is a cost-share payment (not limited by $600).
See Box 7 instructions below.

1099-G IRS Instructions: no mention of $600 threshold for box 7
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QuickBooks

When setting up a vendor in QB, be sure to enter the name of the vendor exactly as entered on the W-9

Use the tax settings screen to enter in the federal ID / SSN number to be used on the 1099

1099-Misc forms can be processed within QB, but I do not recommend doing them thru QB.
Be careful to set up Cost Share recipients as Vendors (not Customers)
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Reports to run in QB to gather the necessary information….
Payments for 1099'G's
Start with the Transaction List by Vendor under vendor reports and customize it
-- Add columns to display
- Type
- Date
- Num
- Name
- Name Address
- SSN/Tax ID
- Memo
- Account
- Debit
- Credit
- Balance
-- Select Filters
- Choose multiple accounts including all the Cost Share Payment Accounts
-- Run for the last calendar year
Compare this report to the 1099-G's run out of the Tracking Program; any discrepancies should
be investigated and corrected as necessary
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Payments for Potential 1099-Misc and 1099-NEC
Start with the Transaction List by Vendor under vendor reports and customize it
-- Add columns to display
- Type
- Date
- Num
- Name
- Name Address
- SSN/Tax ID
- Memo
- Account
- Class
- Debit
- Credit
- Balance
-- Select Filters
- Choose all ordinary expense accounts
- Choose multiple transactions (all excluding the payroll type trans)
-- Run for the last calendar year
Review this report and look for any accumulated balances over $599 (and attorneys for any
amount) and determine if a 1099 is required.
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BMP CREDITS
The Virginia Department of Taxation requires that BMP credits for the previous year be
reported to the state no later than January 31.
CPA's across the state are having issues with filing their clients' tax returns without having
to do a lot follow-up VDOT to verify BMP credits.
Virginia has to process these to their database so that when farmer's tax returns are efiled,
there is a matching BMP allowable credit already on record on their database. If it is not there,
an automated notice kicks out to the farmer requiring additional documentation.

Covid-Related Sick Pay and Family Leave Credits
Under FFCRA and ARP, governmental employers are required to pay employees if they have to
take leave due to Covid, or if they have to care for a family member with Covid. While
employers with less than 500 employees can receive a payroll tax credit for this pay and related
taxes, government employers are precluded from taking the credit.
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